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TBK1 phosphorylates mutant Huntingtin and
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Abstract

Phosphorylation of the N-terminal domain of the huntingtin (HTT)
protein has emerged as an important regulator of its localization,
structure, aggregation, clearance and toxicity. However, validation
of the effect of bona fide phosphorylation in vivo and assessing the
therapeutic potential of targeting phosphorylation for the treat-
ment of Huntington’s disease (HD) require the identification of the
enzymes that regulate HTT phosphorylation. Herein, we report the
discovery and validation of a kinase, TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1),
that efficiently phosphorylates full-length and N-terminal HTT
fragments in vitro (at S13/S16), in cells (at S13) and in vivo. TBK1
expression in HD models (cells, primary neurons, and Caenorhabdi-
tis elegans) increases mutant HTT exon 1 phosphorylation and
reduces its aggregation and cytotoxicity. We demonstrate that the
TBK1-mediated neuroprotective effects are due to phosphoryla-
tion-dependent inhibition of mutant HTT exon 1 aggregation and
an increase in autophagic clearance of mutant HTT. These findings
suggest that upregulation and/or activation of TBK1 represents a
viable strategy for the treatment of HD by simultaneously lowering
mutant HTT levels and blocking its aggregation.
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Introduction

Huntington’s disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant, progressive

neurodegenerative disease caused by a CAG triplet repeat expansion

(> 35) in the huntingtin gene. This translates into a polyglutamine

(polyQ) repeat immediately following the first 17 amino acids (N17)

in the Huntingtin protein (HTT). PolyQ repeats in the disease range

(> 36, hereafter denoted as mutant HTT) render HTT more suscepti-

ble to misfolding, thus leading to the formation of HTT aggregates

in cells and neurons (Scherzinger et al, 1999; Caron et al, 2013; Cui

et al, 2014; Fodale et al, 2014; Daldin et al, 2017). Increasing

evidence from human studies has shown that expansion of the

polyQ repeat is the causative mutation of HD but not the only

contributor to disease onset, duration, and severity (Wexler et al,

2004; Andresen et al, 2007; Lee et al, 2019). This suggests that other

factors may play important roles in modifying the course of the

disease and potentially the patient response to therapies.

Post-translational modifications (PTMs), particularly within the

N17 of the HTT protein, have emerged as key regulators of HTT

stability, clearance, localization, proteolysis, aggregation, and toxic-

ity in different models of HD (Ehrnhoefer et al, 2011; Saudou &

Humbert, 2016), including mouse HD models (Gu et al, 2009).

These studies were largely based on the mutation of PTM-targeted

residues to mimic or abolish the presence of relevant PTMs. Among

all the putative PTMs that have been identified in the HTT protein,

phosphorylation at the N-terminal serine residues S13 and S16 is the

most studied for the following reasons: (i) It occurs on several resi-

dues in close proximity to the polyQ domain and within the N17
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domain, which has been shown to play important roles in regulating

HTT structure, aggregation, and subcellular localization (Rockab-

rand et al, 2007; Gu et al, 2009; Thompson et al, 2009);

(ii) mimicking phosphorylation at these residues in the context of

the full-length mutant HTT protein (S13D/S16D) in mice was suffi-

cient to ameliorate HD phenotypes, including motor and psychi-

atric-like behavioral deficits, mutant HTT aggregation, and selective

neurodegeneration (Gu et al, 2009); and (iii) the levels of phospho-

rylation at T3 and S13/S16 are reduced in HD models (Thompson

et al, 2009; Atwal et al, 2011; Cariulo et al, 2019). These observa-

tions suggest that targeting HTT PTMs at N17 represents a viable

strategy for developing novel disease-modifying therapies for HD.

The first step towards assessing the therapeutic potential of target-

ing N17 PTMs for the treatment of HD is the identification of the

enzymes that regulate these PTMs. This is important because

increasing evidence shows that phosphorylation-mimicking muta-

tions (e.g., serine (S) or threonine (T) to aspartate (D) or glutamate

(E)) used to investigate the effects of protein phosphorylation may

not fully phenocopy the effects of the bona fide modifications

(Szczepanowska et al, 1998; Paleologou et al, 2008; Dephoure et al,

2013; Chiki et al, 2017; Deguire et al, 2018) and do not faithfully

reproduce the dynamic nature of phosphorylation.

We and others have shown that phosphorylation or introduction

of phosphomimicking mutations at S13 and/or S16 inhibit the

aggregation of mutant HTTex1 or HTTex1 model peptides (Gu et al,

2009; Mishra et al, 2012; Deguire et al, 2018) and increases HTTex1

conformational flexibility in vitro (Daldin et al, 2017). A direct

comparison of the effect of phosphomimetics and bona fide phos-

phorylation at these sites showed that the phosphomimetic (S13D/

S16D) only partially reproduced the effect of phosphorylation on

HTTex 1 aggregation in vitro and did not reproduce the effect of

single and double phosphorylation at these residues on the helical

conformation of N17 peptides (Deguire et al, 2018). Moreover, a

recent study using a Drosophila model of HD expressing HTTex1

97Q showed that both S13D and S16D increase aggregation (Branco-

Santos et al, 2017), in contrast to observations in mammalian cell

models of HD showing that the N-terminal fragments of HTT 1-171

142Q, HTTex1 97Q, or HTTex1 82Q with S13D and S16D with S13D

and S16D exhibit decreased aggregation and toxicity (Atwal et al,

2011; Arbez et al, 2017; Branco-Santos et al, 2017). These findings

show that PTMs, such as single or double phosphorylation, are suf-

ficient to modify mutant HTT levels, aggregation, and toxicity, but

also emphasize the importance of identifying the natural kinases

involved in regulating HTT phosphorylation to assess the biological

relevance and therapeutic potential of bona fide phosphorylation at

these residues.

In the current study, we sought to identify the natural kinases

that efficiently phosphorylate HTT at S13 and S16, with the aim of

using these kinases to assess the therapeutic potential of phosphory-

lation at these residues by investigating its effect on mutant HTT

aggregation, clearance, and toxicity in cellular and animal models of

HD. Using an in vitro screen of ~300 serine and threonine kinases,

we identified TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) as one of the most

promising candidate kinases. In an in vitro phosphorylation assays,

TBK1 induced site-specific and quantitative phosphorylation of both

wild-type and mutant HTT at both residues S13 and S16. TBK1 is

known to regulate the innate immune response and belongs to the

IjB kinase family that includes other kinases such as IKKb.

Previously, IKKb was shown to phosphorylate HTT at these residues

(Thompson et al, 2009) as well as at residue T3 (Bustamante et al,

2015), and was recently shown to increase HTT S13 phosphoryla-

tion in HD and wild-type mice (Ochaba et al, 2019). In this work,

the specificity and efficiency of TBK1 for phosphorylating full-length

and N-terminal fragments of HTT (HTTex1, HTTN548, HTT-fl) were

validated in vitro using recombinant proteins, in mammalian cells,

in primary neuronal culture and in vivo via overexpression of the

wild-type and kinase-dead variant of TBK1. Next, we assessed the

effect of TBK1-mediated phosphorylation on HTT levels, subcellular

localization, aggregation, and toxicity in cellular, neuronal, and

Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) models of HD. In all these

model systems, we observed that TBK1 phosphorylated the HTT

protein at S13, decreased its levels, inhibited its aggregation, and

suppressed its toxicity. Furthermore, mechanistic studies showed

that these effects were mediated by both TBK1-dependent phospho-

rylation of HTT, which stabilized the protein and blocked its aggre-

gation, and TBK1-mediated increased autophagic flux, which also

promoted the clearance of HTT, leading to a decrease in HTT aggre-

gation. Together, our results show that increasing phosphorylation

at S13 and/or TBK1 activation or upregulation represent viable ther-

apeutic strategies for the treatment of HD.

Results

Identification of TBK1 as a kinase that efficiently phosphorylates
HTT at S13 in cellular models of HD

To discover kinases responsible for phosphorylating HTT at S13 and

S16, we used a commercial in vitro kinase screening assay (Kinexus

in vitro kinase and phospho-peptide testing (IKPT) services), which

includes ~300 kinases (Binukumar et al, 2016). The screen was

carried out using two HTT substrates: a peptide that comprises the

first 17 N-terminal residues of HTT (N17), and the first exon of the

HTT protein (HTTex1) (Fig 1A–C). After an extensive in vitro vali-

dation using the top kinase hits from the screen, which included

monitoring of the extent of phosphorylation using mass spectrome-

try as well as by the use of previously validated phospho-antibodies

against T3 (pT3), S13 (pS13), and S16 (pS16) (Bustamante et al,

2015; Deguire et al, 2018; Cariulo et al, 2019), TBK1 was identified

as the only kinase that selectively and robustly phosphorylated

HTTex1 in vitro at S13 and S16 (Figs 1C and EV1A–E). Additionally,

TBK1-mediated phosphorylation of the longer N-terminal fragments

resulted predominantly in diphosphorylation at both S13 and S16,

along with a small amount of tri-phosphorylated and traces of tetra-

phosphorylated species for some of the longer N-terminal HTT frag-

ments (Fig EV1A and B). For these substrates and HTTex1, a signal

was observed for only the pS13 and pS16 antibodies, demonstrating

that TBK1 did not phosphorylate HTTex1 at T3 (Fig EV1A and B

lower panel). Consistent with these data, we did not observe any

phosphorylation of a HTTex1 mutant in which both residues were

mutated to aspartate (S13D/S16D), even after extended periods of

incubation with TBK1 (Fig EV1C–E).

The TBK1 family kinase IKKb was previously reported to phos-

phorylate HTT at S13/S16 (Thompson et al, 2009). Therefore, we

sought to compare the efficiency of TBK1- and IKKb-mediated phos-

phorylation of HTTex1. To this end, we compared the kinetics and
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efficiency of HTTex1 phosphorylation by these two kinases. As

shown in Appendix Fig S1A–D, we observed significantly faster

phosphorylation by TBK1 than by IKKb at both S13 and S16 resi-

dues. IKKb seemed to require a longer time to phosphorylate HTT.

After 6 h, TBK1 resulted in almost complete diphosphorylation,

whereas IKKb showed predominantly mono-phosphorylated HTT

even after 16 h, with a significant amount of non-phosphorylated

HTT remaining (Appendix Fig S1B and D). This observed difference

A C

D E

B

Figure 1. Identification of TBK1 as a kinase that efficiently phosphorylates HTT at S13 in cellular models of HD.

A Potential phosphorylation sites in the HTT N17 domain (T3, S13, and S16).
B List of all the different substrates used for the in vitro kinase validation: Nt17, HTTex1, and HTT longer fragments.
C Mass spectra of recombinant HTTex1 23Q after 16 h of co-incubation with TBK1 showing complete phosphorylation of S13 and S16. The lower panel is a

representative Western blot of the same phosphorylation reaction (upper panel) using anti-pT3 (CHDI-90001528-1), pS13 HTT (CHDI-90001039-1), and pS16
(ZCH11020 generated in house) antibodies (ab) after the indicated phosphorylation reaction times.

D Representative Western blot of HTT (ab-MAB5492), HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1), and HTT pT3 (ab-CHDI-90001528-1) upon coexpression of HTTex1 16Q and 72Q
eGFP with the indicated kinases for 48 h in HEK293 cells.

E Quantification of the fold changes in the HTT pS13 and pT3 ratios to total HTT compared to empty vector (EV) control upon coexpression of the indicated kinase from
the experiments like in D.

Data information: Graph reports mean � SEM, n = 3. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, < 0.001***, 0.001 to 0.01**.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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may also be due to the difference in activity of TBK1 and IKKb as

efficient activity of the later may need IKK complex subunits IKKa
and IKKc. Collectively, these findings demonstrate that TBK1 effi-

ciently and site-specifically phosphorylates recombinant HTT at S13

and S16 in vitro, suggesting that it could be one of the natural

kinases that may regulate HTT phosphorylation and cellular proper-

ties in vivo.

Next, to determine whether TBK1 phosphorylates the N-terminal

domain of HTT in cells, we assessed the level of phosphorylation at

S13 upon coexpression of wild-type (16Q) or mutant (72Q) HTTex1

with TBK1 in HEK293 cells by Western blot (WB) using the phos-

pho-antibodies against T3 (pT3) and S13 (pS13). We observed that

TBK1 coexpression for 48 h led to a strong ~5- to 10-fold increase in

phosphorylation at S13 (Fig 1D and E) compared to empty vector

(EV) control. Before this study, IKKb was reported to phosphorylate

HTT at S13/S16 with a preference for HTT containing unexpanded

polyQ repeats (Thompson et al, 2009). Therefore, we sought to

compare the phosphorylation efficiency of TBK1 and IKKb on

mutant and wild-type HTTex1. As shown in Fig 1D and E, IKKb
indeed phosphorylated HTTex1 16Q more efficiently than 72Q, but

the phosphorylation levels were much lower than the levels

achieved upon coexpression with TBK1, consistent with our in vitro

data (Appendix Fig S1A and D). However, this comparison may not

be accurate as the activity of IKKb could be influenced by IKKa and

IKKc, which may work together within the IKK complex.

In our in vitro assay, we observed that TBK1 phosphorylated

HTT at both S13 and S16, but due to the lack of a specific antibody

that recognizes phosphorylation at S16 in cell lysates, we could not

directly evaluate whether TBK1 phosphorylated S16 in cellular

models by WB. To confirm the sites of phosphorylation in cells, we

performed MS/MS analysis of HTTex1 immunoprecipitated from

TBK1 and TBK1 KD coexpressing wild-type 16Q HTTex1 HEK293

cells. While we detected the phosphorylation at S13, we did not

observe any phosphorylation at S16 on HTT under these conditions

(Fig EV2A and B). These results suggest that TBK1 phosphorylates

HTT at S13 but not at S16 in cells, whereas both sites are efficiently

phosphorylated in vitro (Fig 1C).

Next, we asked whether the kinase activity of TBK1 was required

for the phosphorylation of HTT. To answer this question, we

compared the level of phosphorylation at S13 upon coexpression of

HTTex1 16Q or 72Q with wild-type TBK1 or a TBK1 kinase-dead

(TBK1 KD) mutant (K38A; Richter et al, 2016). While WT TBK1

increased S13 phosphorylation, no significant increase in phospho-

rylation was detected upon expression of TBK1 KD (Fig 2A and B).

This confirms that HTT S13 phosphorylation is dependent on the

catalytic activity of TBK1. Next, we sought to verify the site speci-

ficity of TBK1 phosphorylation of HTT in cells. To this end, we

coexpressed HTT with alanine mutations at residue 3 (T3A) or resi-

dues 13/16 (S13A/S16A) with TBK1 or TBK1 KD. We observed that

TBK1 did not phosphorylate HTTex1 S13A/S16A but phosphory-

lated S13 on HTTex1 T3A (Fig 2A and B), confirming that TBK1

specifically phosphorylates S13 on HTTex1. Interestingly, we

observed residual phosphorylation at S13 in TBK1 KD, which could

be due to other endogenous kinases, including but not limited to

IKKb. In contrast to previous reports (Thompson et al, 2009) and

our observations for IKKb in this study, TBK1 phosphorylated both

wild-type and mutant HTTex1 with the same efficiency (Figs 1D

and E and 2A and B). These findings suggest that the polyQ

expansion does not significantly influence TBK1-dependent phos-

phorylation of S13.

Having established that TBK1 phosphorylated HTTex1 and other

fragments in different cellular models, we sought to determine

whether TBK1 interacts directly with its HTT substrates. To this

end, we coexpressed TBK1 or TBK1 KD with wild-type HTTex1 16Q

or HTTex1 72Q or bearing the S13A/S16A mutation for 48 h in

HEK293 cells and immunoprecipitated HTT. We observed that TBK1

specifically co-immunoprecipitated with HTTex1 irrespective of the

presence or absence of the S13A/S16A mutation (Fig EV2C and D).

These results suggest that both wild-type and mutant HTTex1

may interact with TBK1 in cells and that the phosphorylation-

blocking mutations at S13 and S16 do not influence the HTT-TBK1

interaction.

Under physiological conditions, HTT exists as a mixture of dif-

ferent N-terminal fragments and full-length HTT (Mende-Mueller

et al, 2001). Therefore, we sought to examine whether TBK1 could

phosphorylate longer N-terminal fragments and full-length HTT

proteins. We coexpressed either the mutant HTTN548 (55Q) frag-

ment or a full-length mutant HTT (HTT-fl 48Q) with TBK1 or TBK1

KD in HEK293T cells and analyzed S13 phosphorylation by WB

using an HTT pS13 antibody and using a new, sensitive Singulex

assay (Cariulo et al, 2019). We observed by WB that TBK1 phospho-

rylated both the HTTN548 55Q fragment (Fig 2C) and HTT-fl 48Q at

S13 (Fig 2E). Quantitative Singulex immunoassay analysis of cell

lysates showed that TBK1 coexpression led to approximately 60-

and 20-fold increases in phosphorylation at S13 of HTTN548 55Q

(Fig 2D) and HTT-fl 48Q (Fig 2F), respectively. As expected, we did

not observe any significant increase in phosphorylation upon coex-

pression of TBK1 or TBK1 KD with HTT-fl 48Q bearing the S13A

and S16A mutations (Fig 2F). We further assessed whether TBK1

could phosphorylate endogenous HTT in neurons. We overex-

pressed TBK1 or TBK1 KD using lentivirus-mediated transduction in

rat primary striatal neuronal cultures. Striatal medium spiny

neurons are most affected in HD (Ehrlich, 2012), and striatal cells

have been used as a model for HD studies (Trettel et al, 2000). We

immunoprecipitated endogenous HTT from these striatal culture

lysates using the HTT antibody D7F7, followed by immunoblotting

with an anti-pS13 antibody. We observed an increased level of HTT

pS13, but not pT3 upon TBK1 expression. This confirmed that TBK1

phosphorylated endogenous HTT at S13 (Fig 2G and H). Next, to

investigate whether TBK1 is one of the endogenous enzymes

involved in regulating the levels of endogenous phosphorylation of

HTT at S13, we assessed S13 phosphorylation after a genetic knock-

down or pharmacological inhibition of TBK1 in primary neurons.

We treated rat primary striatal neurons with TBK1 kinase inhibitors

for 48 h or with siRNA for 72 h and assessed the effects on HTT and

HTT pS13 levels using specific antibodies. As shown in Figure EV2E

and F TBK1 knockdown did not lead to a significant change in HTT

pS13 levels, but increased endogenous HTT levels by approximately

1.5- to 2-fold. We observed no change in pS13 levels but there was

a trend toward an increase in endogenous HTT levels in the inhi-

bitor-treated striatal neuronal cells (Fig EV2G and H). While these

results clearly demonstrate that TBK1 is involved in regulating the

turnover of endogenous HTT, no significant change in HTT pS13

levels caused by either inhibitor treatment or siRNA treatment was

observed. This might be due to residual TBK1 kinase activity that

could phosphorylate endogenous HTT. Alternatively, it is also
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possible that other kinases like IKKb may phosphorylate HTT at S13

(Ochaba et al, 2019).

To clarify whether endogenous TBK1 phosphorylated HTT at S13

in the mammalian brain, we used a mouse model of Tbk1�/� on the

Tnf-a�/� background (Hemmi et al, 2004). We dissected the cortices

of P0 mouse pups from the Tbk1+/+, Tnf-a+/+ and Tbk1�/�, Tnf-
a�/� strains, lysed the tissues, and subjected the total protein extract

to WB analysis to determine HTT and HTT pS13 levels. This double

knockout model was previously used to investigate the function of

TBK1 (Hemmi et al, 2004) because Tbk1 knockout was embryonic

lethal (Perry et al, 2004). Consistent with the knockdown and inhi-

bitor experiments, we observed no change in pS13 HTT levels but

there was an increase in the total HTT level (Fig EV2I and J). These

observations may be explained by compensatory mechanisms

involving other kinases, or homeostatic mechanisms involving

downregulation of relevant phosphatases. However, the increased

levels of HTT upon silencing or inhibition of TBK1 indicated an S13

phosphorylation independent role of TBK1 in HTT clearance. More-

over, we observed residual phosphorylation at S13 on HTT in our

coexpression experiments which could also be due to IKKb (Ochaba

et al, 2019) or other kinases. These data collectively indicate that

TBK1 regulates HTT levels, but there may be other kinases involved

in the regulation of HTT phosphorylation at S13.

TBK1 overexpression affects HTT subcellular localization and
reduces its aggregation and cytotoxicity

It has been reported that the first 17 amino acids of HTT have multi-

ple roles in regulating the cellular properties of HTT, including its

subcellular localization (Steffan et al, 2004; Atwal et al, 2007; Rock-

abrand et al, 2007). The HTT N17 domain was shown to contain a

translocated promoter region (TPR)-dependent nuclear export signal

(Steffan et al, 2004; Benn et al, 2005; Cornett et al, 2005; Atwal

et al, 2007; Rockabrand et al, 2007; Maiuri et al, 2013). Mimicking

phosphorylation at S13 and S16 (S13D/S16D) increased the localiza-

tion of the HTT N17 peptide, HTTex1, or longer N-terminal HTT

fragments to the nucleus (Thompson et al, 2009; Atwal et al, 2011;

Havel et al, 2011; Zheng et al, 2013; Arbez et al, 2017). Moreover,

we recently reported that single or double phosphorylation at S13

and/or S16 significantly enhanced the targeting of mutant HTTex1

fibrils to the nuclear compartment (Deguire et al, 2018). As TBK1

increased S13 phosphorylation, we hypothesized that this could

also increase the nuclear localization of HTT. To test this hypothe-

sis, we coexpressed wild-type or mutant HTTex1 and TBK1 or

TBK1 KD in HEK293 cells and then comparatively assessed the

levels of nuclear and cytosolic HTT by immunocytochemistry

(ICC). We observed increased nuclear intensity of wild-type or

mutant HTTex1 eGFP upon TBK1 coexpression (Fig EV3A and B).

We also assessed the levels of HTT proteins biochemically in puri-

fied nuclear and cytosolic fractions. Confirming the imaging

results, nuclear levels of wild-type or mutant HTTex1 were

increased upon TBK1 coexpression (Fig EV3C and D). These obser-

vations show that TBK1-mediated phosphorylation of HTT

increased its nuclear localization, in line with previous reports

(Thompson et al, 2009; Atwal et al, 2011).

Previous studies indicated that phosphorylation or the introduc-

tion of phosphomimetic mutations at both S13 and S16 (Gu et al,

2009; Arbez et al, 2017; Branco-Santos et al, 2017; Chiki et al,

2017; Deguire et al, 2018) suppress mutant HTT aggregation in vitro

and in cellular models. However, the effects of bona fide phosphory-

lation on mutant HTTex1 aggregation were evaluated only in vitro

using semisynthetic proteins (Gu et al, 2009; Daldin et al, 2017;

Deguire et al, 2018). Therefore, we tested whether TBK1-induced

phosphorylation influences the aggregation of mutant HTT in

HEK293 cells. We used HTTex1 72Q eGFP as a surrogate model of

mutant HTT aggregation because the overexpression of this protein

has consistently been shown to lead to extensive inclusion forma-

tion in different mammalian cells (Arrasate et al, 2004). We coex-

pressed either phosphorylation-deficient T3A and S13/S16A or

phosphorylation-competent HTTex1 containing 72Q or 16Q repeats

with TBK1 in HEK293 cells for 48 h. Then, we performed a WB

analysis of soluble protein extracts and a filter retardation assay to

assess the level of aggregated mutant HTT. In parallel, we also eval-

uated the number of TBK1-expressing cells presenting cytoplasmic

and nuclear aggregates using ICC. Figure 3A and B show that TBK1

coexpression significantly reduced the levels of soluble wild-type or

mutant HTTex1 in an HTT S13/S16 phosphorylation-independent

manner, as evidenced by the decrease in the levels of HTTex1

◀ Figure 2. TBK1 phosphorylates HTT in cellular models.

A Representative Western blot of HTT (ab-MAB5492), HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1), and HTT pT3 (ab-CHDI-90001528-1) upon coexpression of HTTex1 16Q eGFP
mutants with S to A substitutions at T3 or S13/S16 or HTTex1 72Q eGFP with TBK1 or TBK1 kinase-dead (KD) for 48 h in HEK293 cells (the additional high molecular
weight HTTex1 and HTT pS13 band is possibly due to the co-occurrence of phosphorylation at both S13 and T3).

B Quantification of the fold changes in the HTT pS13 (upper panel) and pT3 (lower panel) ratio to total HTT compared to those of the kinase-dead mutant from the
experiments like in A (n = 3).

C Representative Western blot of HTT (ab-MAB2166) and HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) upon coexpression of HTT N543 55Q with the indicated kinase for 24 h in
HEK293T cells.

D Quantification of HTT pS13 using the Singulex assay (using ab-MW1 as capture and CHDI-90001039 or 2B7 as detection antibodies for pS13 or total HTT) upon
coexpression of HTT N543 55Q with the indicated kinase for 24 h in HEK293T cells from the experiment in C (representative of 3 repeats).

E Representative Western blot of HTT (ab-MAB2166) and HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) upon coexpression of HTT-fl 48Q or HTT-fl 48Q S13A/S16A with the indicated
kinase for 24 h in HEK293T cells.

F Quantification of HTT pS13 using the Singulex assay (using ab-MW1 as capture and CHDI-90001039 or 2B7 as detection antibodies for pS13 or total HTT) upon
coexpression of HTT-fl 48Q or HTT-fl 48Q S13A/S16A with the indicated kinase for 24 h in HEK293T cells from the experiments like in E (n = 3).

G Representative Western blot of immunoprecipitated (IP) HTT (ab-MAB2166) and HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) after lentivirus (LV)-mediated overexpression of
TBK1 or TBK1 KD for 72 h in rat primary striatal neuronal cells.

H Quantification of the fold changes in the HTT pS13 ratio to total HTT compared to those of the kinase-dead mutant from the experiments like in G (n = 3).

Data information: Graphs report mean � SEM. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, < 0.001***.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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mutants in which phosphorylation at T3 (T3A) or S13/S16 (S13A/

S16A) was prevented by mutation to alanine (Fig 3A and B). Inter-

estingly, we observed a stronger effect for TBK1 than for IKKb on

lowering the levels of soluble wild-type and mutant HTTex1. The fil-

ter retardation assay also showed a phosphorylation-independent

reduction in HTTex1 72Q aggregates in the insoluble cellular frac-

tions (Fig 3C and D). Interestingly, we also observed that similar to

TBK1, IKKb could decrease HTTex1 levels and mutant HTTex1

aggregates in a phosphorylation-independent manner (Fig 3C

and D). Using ICC, we observed that 35–45% of cells expressing

phosphorylation-competent HTTex1 72Q or the phosphorylation-

deficient mutants S13/S16A and T3A formed aggregates, whereas

only ~10% of cells coexpressing the same constructs with TBK1

showed aggregate formation (Fig 3E and F). A similar reduction in

aggregated mutant HTT levels was observed for the phosphoryla-

tion-deficient HTTex1 mutants S13A/S16A and T3A (Fig 3E and F).

These results indicate that the TBK1-induced reduction of soluble

HTTex1 and HTT aggregates could be mediated by mechanisms that

do not require phosphorylation of N17 at S13.

HEK293T cells transfected with HTTex1 72Q showed the forma-

tion of nuclear HTTex1 aggregates in approximately 10% of cells at

the indicated time point. Therefore, we further examined the effect

of TBK1 coexpression on nuclear aggregates. We observed that

TBK1 expression also reduced the level of nuclear aggregates

formed by HTTex1 72Q eGFP (Fig 3G).

Next, we sought to determine whether the decrease in the levels

of soluble and aggregated mutant HTTex1 was dependent on TBK1

kinase activity. To test this hypothesis, we coexpressed phosphory-

lation-competent HTTex1 72Q and phosphorylation-deficient S13/

S16A or the T3A mutant with TBK1 or its TBK1 KD in HEK293 cells.

WB analysis of soluble protein extracts and quantification of aggre-

gated mutant HTT by a filter retardation assay showed that TBK1

but not TBK1 KD decreased the levels of both soluble and aggre-

gated HTTex1 72Q (Fig EV3E and F). These results establish that

TBK1 coexpression lowers HTT levels in an S13/S16 phosphoryla-

tion-independent manner, suggesting that TBK1 may be involved in

regulating HTT clearance largely via other mechanisms.

To determine whether TBK1-induced reduction of HTT aggregate

formation could be mediated by its interaction or phosphorylation

of HTT aggregates or inclusions, we assessed whether TBK1 or IKKb
could phosphorylate in vitro-generated HTTex1 fibrils or mutant

HTTex1 aggregates in cells. Toward this aim, we first assessed the

ability of TBK1 and IKKb to phosphorylate preformed HTTex1 43Q

fibrils in an in vitro assay and monitored the extent of phosphoryla-

tion at S13 by filter retardation immunoblot and mass spectrometry

analysis. Interestingly, we observed that neither TBK1 nor IKKb
could phosphorylate preformed HTTex1 43Q fibrils, suggesting that

the S13 residue is not readily accessible in the fibrillar conformation

or that the kinase does not interact with HTTex1 fibrils (Fig EV3G).

We also did not observe any disaggregation or release of HTTex1

43Q monomers during the in vitro phosphorylation reaction as

evidenced by the absence of change in the levels of HTTex1 43Q fib-

rils in the filter retardation assay (Fig EV3G).

To determine whether TBK1 could phosphorylate already formed

HTT aggregates in cells, we expressed mutant HTTex1 72Q in

HEK293 cells for 48 h. At this time point, � 40% cells showed

mutant HTTex1 aggregates. Then, we transfected TBK1 and moni-

tored the levels of soluble HTT, HTT aggregates, and pS13 HTT over

time by WB and the filter retardation assay. First, we did not

observe phosphorylation at S13 in the HTTex1 72Q aggregates

retained in the filter retardation assay (Fig 3H). Second, there was

no increase in the pS13 levels of HTT aggregates upon overexpres-

sion of TBK1 after HTT aggregate formation (Fig 3H). These obser-

vations suggest that TBK1 phosphorylates monomeric or soluble

HTT but not fibrils or inclusions of mutant HTTex1 in a cellular

context, consistent with the data obtained in our in vitro phosphory-

lation assays (Fig EV3G).

Next, we examined whether TBK1 expression enhances the

clearance of aggregated forms of mutant HTT. Consistent with our

observation in Fig 3A and B, we observed that soluble HTT levels

were reduced and S13 phosphorylation was increased upon TBK1

expression at various time points (Fig 3H). The levels of HTT

aggregates were not reduced upon TBK1 overexpression at any

given time point, suggesting the limited role of TBK1 in the phos-

phorylation or clearance of mutant HTT aggregates once they were

formed. We observed a decrease in soluble HTT, kinase levels,

and HTT aggregates at late time points, possibly due to the tran-

sient transfection. Accordingly, when testing whether TBK1 could

induce clearance of HTT inclusions by ICC, we observed no reduc-

tion in the number of HTT inclusions upon overexpression of

TBK1 (Fig 3I). These results indicate that the TBK1-induced reduc-

tion in HTT levels and aggregate formation is mediated by TBK1

kinase activity-dependent processes that act at the level of soluble

HTT or during the early stages of its oligomerization, before HTT

fibrilization and inclusion formation.

It was previously shown that mutant HTT from HD mouse

model-derived cells shows less phosphorylation at S13/S16 than

wild-type HTT (Atwal et al, 2011) and that pS13 HTT levels in a

mouse striatal cell HD model as well as in HD knock-in mice are

lower relative to wild-type controls (Cariulo et al, 2019). To assess

the role of phosphorylation in HTT pathology, we examined S13

phosphorylation levels in the brain of the zQ175 mouse model

(Menalled et al, 2012). We extracted the detergent (Triton X-100)-

soluble and insoluble protein fractions from 6-month-old homozy-

gous zQ175 and heterozygous HD mice along with wild-type control

mice and subjected these samples to filter retardation assays and

WB. We observed very low levels of soluble HTT in homozygous

zQ175 mice, and there were no significant differences in the levels

of soluble or pS13 HTT between control and heterozygous mice, at

least as detected by WB (Fig EV3H). Analysis of the insoluble

protein fractions revealed high levels of HTT in homozygous zQ175

mouse samples. Consistent with our previous observations, the

mutant HTT proteins in the insoluble protein fraction were devoid

of any pS13-phosphorylated HTT (Fig EV3I). Together, these results

combined with the previous observations that phosphorylation

within N17 (pT3, pS13, pS16) inhibited mutant HTTex1 aggregation

(Cariulo et al, 2017; Chiki et al, 2017; Deguire et al, 2018) indicate

that reduced phosphorylation at these residues may facilitate HTT

aggregation. In summary, our findings show that the TBK1-induced

reduction in HTT levels and aggregation is mediated by its ability to

promote the clearance or prevent the aggregation of monomeric or

soluble HTT species, rather than by the phosphorylation and disag-

gregation of HTT fibrils or inclusions.

The expression of mutant HTT has been shown to induce cyto-

toxicity in neuronal models of HD (Atwal et al, 2011; Arbez et al,

2017). Having shown that TBK1 overexpression reduced mutant
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HTTex1 aggregates in HEK293 cells, we sought to determine

whether this would also lead to suppression of mutant HTTex1-

induced cytotoxicity. We used a previously established cytotoxic-

ity (cell death) assay based on the measurement of nuclear

condensation (Cummings & Schnellmann, 2004) during neuronal

cell death induced by the expression of mutant HTT (Arbez et al,

2017). We co-transfected neurons with TBK1 or a TBK1 KD vari-

ant along with 16Q or 72Q HTTex1 or HTTN586 22Q or 82Q.

Consistent with our previous studies (Arbez et al, 2017), we

found that HTTex1 72Q or HTTN586 82Q expression induced

significant cell death as assessed by nuclear condensation,

compared to HTTex1 16Q or HTTN586 22Q (Fig 4A and B).

TBK1 but not TBK1 KD coexpression partially rescued HTTex1

72Q- and HTTN586 82Q-induced toxicity (Fig 4A and B). We also

observed a partial rescue of cell death induced by HTTex1 72Q

upon TBK1 but not TBK1 KD coexpression in rat primary

neuronal cultures using TUNEL assay (Fig 4C). To confirm the

neuroprotection mediated by overexpression of TBK1 and the

dependence on its kinase activity, we repeated the HTTN586 22Q

and 82Q toxicity experiments in the presence of TBK1 kinase

inhibitors. We observed that treatment with the TBK1 kinase

inhibitor MRT68601 (McIver et al, 2012) blocked the neuropro-

tective effects induced by overexpression of TBK1 (Fig 4D). Next,

we also tested whether the absence of TBK1 influences HTTex1

72Q-induced toxicity in Tbk 1�/�, Tnf-a�/� knockout (Hemmi

et al, 2004) mouse primary striatal neurons. We observed

increased toxicity in the absence of TBK1 (Fig 4E). These find-

ings suggest that TBK1 expression or activation may represent a

viable strategy to suppress mutant HTT-induced toxicity, whereas

TBK1 inhibition may further exacerbate HTT toxicity.

TBK1 overexpression modulates HD pathology in
Caenorhabditis elegans

Considering the ability of TBK1 to modulate HTT levels and its

propensity to form cellular inclusions, we sought to determine

whether overexpression of TBK1 could prevent mutant HTT

aggregation and toxicity in a recently developed C. elegans model

of HD (Lee et al, 2017). This model expresses the HTT N-terminal

fragment up to residue 513 with 15 (Q15) or 128 glutamines

(Q128) tagged with YFP in the muscle cells of the C. elegans

body wall. In worms expressing HTTN513-YFP (Q15), HTT

appeared soluble and diffusely localized to the cytosol, whereas

HTT aggregates could be readily detected in the cytosol of the

worms expressing mutant HTTN513-YFP (Q128) (Fig 5A). Using

these in vivo models, we investigated the effect of TBK1 on

mutant HTTN513 aggregation and toxicity. First, we assessed

whether the N17 of HTTN513 was endogenously phosphorylated

in C. elegans. To this end, we performed a biochemical analysis

of protein lysates from this model with phospho-specific antibod-

ies against HTT S13 and T3. We observed that worms expressing

mutant HTTN513-YFP (Q128) showed less phosphorylation at T3

and S13 compared to worms expressing wild-type HTTN513-YFP

(Q15) (Fig 5B and C), consistent with previous findings in animal

models of HD and patient-derived cells (Aiken et al, 2009; Atwal

et al, 2011; Cariulo et al, 2017, 2019). Importantly, the detection

of pT3 and pS13 HTT in C. elegans indicates that this organism

expresses kinases capable of phosphorylating HTT at these

residues.

Approximately 81% of human kinases have orthologues in

C. elegans (Manning, 2005; Lehmann et al, 2013). It was previ-

ously shown that transgenic overexpression of human kinases in

C. elegans could be used to determine their effects on pathogenic

disease mechanisms (Miyasaka et al, 2005; Branco-Santos et al,

2017). Therefore, we sought to determine the effect of the expres-

sion of human TBK1 in the muscle cells of the C. elegans HD

model on HTTN513 phosphorylation, protein levels, and aggrega-

tion. We generated three different transgenic lines of HTTN513-

YFP (Q15) and HTTN513-YFP (Q128) worms overexpressing TBK1

or TBK1 KD (fivefold to 15-fold) and quantified HTT levels, phos-

phorylation at S13, aggregate load, and worm motility, a func-

tional phenotype affected by polyQ expansion in HTT (Lee et al,

2017). As shown in Fig 5D and E, we observed that all three lines

of worms overexpressing TBK1 but not TBK1 KD showed

increased phosphorylation of HTTN513-YFP at S13 in both the

Q15 and Q128 models, with significantly reduced aggregate forma-

tion in the three different transgenic lines of the HTT513-YFP

(Q128) model.

Expression of HTTex1 or HTTN513 with expanded polyQ in

C. elegans muscle cells in the body wall leads to aggregation-

related cytotoxicity, resulting in motility defects (Wang et al, 2006;

Lee et al, 2017). Moreover, the HTTN513-YFP (Q128) C. elegans

◀ Figure 3. TBK1 overexpression affects subcellular localization and reduces aggregation and cytotoxicity of HTT.

A Representative Western blot of soluble HTT (ab-MAB5492), HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1), and HTT pT3 (ab-CHDI-90001528-1) upon coexpression of HTTex1 16Q
eGFP or 72Q eGFP or its phosphorylation-incompetent mutants with the indicated kinases for 48 h in HEK293 cells.

B The graph indicates the fold change in HTT in samples like illustrated in A, relative to empty vector controls normalized to GAPDH.
C Representative immunoblot of the HTT (ab-MAB5492) after filter retardation assay from the insoluble cellular fraction upon expression of HTTex1 16Q eGFP or 72Q

eGFP or its phosphorylation-incompetent mutants with the indicated kinases for 48 h in HEK293 cells.
D Quantification of the fold change in HTT aggregates compared to EV expressing HTTex1 16Q from the experiments like in C.
E Representative immunofluorescence images of HTT aggregates (eGFP) and TBK1 (ab-anti-MYC) upon coexpression of HTTex1 72Q eGFP or its phosphorylation-

incompetent mutants with the indicated kinases for 48 h in HEK293 cells (scale bar 20 lm).
F Quantification of the percentage of co-transfected cells presenting aggregates upon expression of the indicated kinase, from the experiments like in E.
G Quantification of the percentage of cells presenting nuclear aggregates from the experiments like in E.
H Representative Western blots of HTT (ab-MAB5492) and HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) in soluble fraction and aggregates from HEK293 cells transfected first with

HTTex1 72Q eGFP and then after 48 h (to enable the formation of aggregates before the kinase expression); with TBK1; cells were lysed at the indicated time after
kinase transfection.

I Quantification of the percentage of cells presenting aggregates and kinase expression from the experiments in H.

Data information: Graphs report mean � SEM, n = 3. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, < 0.001***, 0.001 to 0.01**, 0.01 to 0.05*.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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model was shown to exhibit sustained mutant HTT-mediated toxic-

ity and motility defects irrespective of the age of the worms (Lee

et al, 2017). Therefore, we next assessed the effect of TBK1 on

mutant HTT-induced toxicity and motility defects in this model.

We examined the motility of HTTN513-YFP Q15 and Q128 worms

coexpressing TBK1 or TBK1 KD in three transgenic lines. As

A B C

D E

Figure 4. TBK1 expression leads to suppression of mutant HTT induced cytotoxic effects.

A, B Quantification of cell death by a nuclear condensation assay, cells were fixed and the nuclei were stained with Hoechst dye, and cells with a nuclear intensity
higher than the average intensity plus two standard deviations are considered dead. (A) The percentage of cell death at DIV14, after co-transfection of indicated
kinases and HTTex1 plasmid in rat primary striatal neurons at DIV9 (n = 3), (B) The percentage of cell death at DIV7, after co-transfection of indicated kinases and
HTT N586 plasmid in mouse primary striatal neurons at DIV5 (n = 8).

C Quantification of cell death by a TUNEL assay in rat primary striatal neurons transfected with the indicated kinases at DIV9 with the indicated HTT plasmid. The
cells were fixed at DIV14, and the percentage of TUNEL-positive neurons was counted and plotted (n = 3).

D The percentage of cell death, quantification by a nuclear condensation assay in mouse primary cortical neurons co-transfected with the indicated HTT N586 and
kinases at DIV5, and cells were treated with TBK1 inhibitor MRT 68601 at DIV5 till DIV7. Cells were fixed, and the nuclei were stained with Hoechst dye (n = 3).
(E) Quantification of cell death by a TUNEL assay in mouse primary striatal neurons transfected with the indicated kinases at DIV9 with the indicated HTT plasmid.
The cells were fixed on DIV14, and the percentage of TUNEL-positive neurons was counted and plotted (n = 3).

Data information: Graphs report mean � SEM. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, 0.01 to 0.05*, ≥ 0.05 ns.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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shown in Fig 5F, there was no significant difference in motility

between worms coexpressing TBK1 or TBK1 KD with HTTN513-

YFP (Q15). In contrast, the motility defect observed in worms

expressing HTTN513-YFP (Q128) was significantly rescued upon

coexpression of TBK1 but not the TBK1 KD mutant (Fig 5F). These

results suggest that TBK1 coexpression suppresses mutant HTT-

induced toxicity.

Overexpression of HTTN513 Q128 within muscle cells in the

body wall of C. elegans was shown to impair their muscle func-

tion and shorten their lifespan (Lee et al, 2017). Therefore, we

examined the lifespan of HTT N513 Q15 and Q128 worms coex-

pressing TBK1 or TBK1 KD in three different transgenic lines. As

shown in Fig 5G, all three lines coexpressing TBK1 KD with

HTTN513-YFP (Q128) displayed a shortened lifespan (mean lifes-

pan of ~10 days) compared to that of three different lines coex-

pressing TBK1 KD with HTTN513-YFP (Q15) (mean lifespan of

~19 days). We observed that coexpressing TBK1 in HTTN513-

YFP (Q128) worms suppressed the lifespan defect in all three

lines (mean lifespan of ~17 days) (Fig 5G). These results show

that TBK1 overexpression led to a significant reduction in mutant

HTT aggregation and rescued mutant HTT-induced toxicity in

C. elegans.

Next, we asked whether worm orthologues of TBK1 were

involved in phosphorylating HTT at residue S13 in worms. There-

fore, we tested the effect of downregulating the activity of the

worm orthologues of TBK1 on HTT phosphorylation and aggrega-

tion. The worms were fed siRNAs targeting the TBK1 orthologues

ikke-1 and unc-51 for 5–6 days. RT–PCR analysis of RNA from

treated animals showed an efficient knockdown of their target

kinases (Appendix Fig S2). We observed that knockdown of ikke-

1 decreased pS13 levels in HTTN513-YFP (Q15) and HTTN513 -

YFP (Q128) worms (Fig 5H and I) but had no significant effect

on the levels of total HTT or HTT aggregates in the Q128-expres-

sing model. These findings suggest that at least one of the

C. elegans TBK1 orthologues, namely ikke-1, contributes to pS13

HTT levels in these transgenic animals, thus further validating

TBK1 as one of the kinases regulating phosphorylation of HTT at

S13 in vivo.

TBK1-induced reduction of HTTex1 72Q aggregates is dependent
on autophagy

Our observation that TBK1 overexpression resulted in the reduc-

tion of HTTex1 levels and inclusion formation, independent of its

ability to phosphorylate the protein suggests that TBK1 plays a

role in regulating the degradation of soluble HTT. TBK1 is known

to play key roles in autophagy, including the phosphorylation of

several autophagy adaptors, which enhances their ability to

engage LC3-II and ubiquitinated cargo (Weidberg et al, 2011;

Kiriyama & Nochi, 2015; Ahmad et al, 2016; Richter et al, 2016)

and to promote autophagosome maturation (Pilli et al, 2012;

Oakes et al, 2017). To determine whether the TBK1-induced

reduction in HTT levels was mediated by proteasome- or autop-

hagy-related mechanisms, we assessed the effects of proteasome

and autophagy inhibitors on HTT levels and aggregation in

HEK293 cells coexpressing HTTex1 72Q with TBK1 or a TBK1 KD

mutant. As shown in Fig 6A and B, we observed that autophagy/

lysosome inhibitors but not proteasome inhibitor blocked the

TBK1-mediated reduction of both soluble and aggregated forms of

HTTex1 72Q (Fig EV4A).

To determine whether TBK1 overexpression could increase

autophagy, we overexpressed TBK1 or TBK1 KD in HEK293 cells

and primary neuronal cells and assessed the autophagic flux by

monitoring changes in the levels of LC3B (Klionsky et al, 2016) in

the cell lysates. We observed that TBK1 expression increased

LC3B-II levels compared to TBK1 KD (Fig 6C and D). Bafilomycin

A1 treatment resulted in a further increase in LC3B-II levels,

consistent with this kinase’s ability to increase autophagy (Fig 6C

and D). An increase in autophagic flux is usually accompanied by

increased clearance of the autophagy receptor p62 (Klionsky et al,

2016). Hence, we assessed p62 levels in TBK1 and TBK1 KD-

expressing HEK293 cells and observed a significant decrease in

p62 levels upon TBK1 overexpression compared to TBK1 KD

(Fig EV4B and C). In primary striatal neuronal cultures, the

expression of TBK1, but not TBK1 KD, resulted in a significant

increase in LC3B-II levels (Fig 6E and F), with an associated

decrease in p62 levels (Fig EV4D and E), indicating that TBK1

◀ Figure 5. TBK1 overexpression modulates HD pathology in C. elegans.

A Representative immunofluorescence image of C. elegans overexpressing HTT N513 Q15 and HTT N513 Q128 (scale bar 20 lm). Top panel complete worm, lower panel
head region.

B Western blot showing HTT (ab-MAB5492), HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1), and HTT pT3 (ab-CHDI-90001528-1) levels in C. elegans overexpressing HTT N513 Q15 and
HTT N513 Q128.

C Quantification of the fold changes in ratios of HTT pS13 and pT3 to total HTT in C. elegans overexpressing HTT N513 Q15 and HTT N513 Q128 from the experiments
like in B (n = 3).

D Representative Western blots showing the HTT (ab-MAB5492) and HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) levels from the detergent soluble fraction and HTT aggregates
(ab-MAB5492) from the detergent-insoluble fraction in three different transgenic C. elegans lines overexpressing TBK1 or the TBK1 KD.

E The bottom graph indicates the fold change in the HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) ratios to total HTT (ab-MAB5492) compared to those in the kinase-dead mutant
line 1 from the experiments like in D. The top graph indicates the fold change in HTT aggregates (ab-MAB5492) compared to that in the kinase-dead mutant the
experiments like in D (n = 3).

F Mobility of the Q15 and Q128 C. elegans lines upon overexpression of TBK1 or TBK1 KD (n = 26–29).
G Survival graph of the Q15 and Q128 C. elegans lines upon overexpression of TBK1 or TBK1 KD (n = 30).
H Representative Western blots showing HTT (ab-MAB5492) and HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1) from the detergent soluble fraction and HTT aggregates

(ab-MAB5492) from the detergent-insoluble fraction in TBK1 orthologue (ikke-1 or unc-51) RNAi-treated C. elegans lines expressing HTT N513 Q15 and HTT N513 Q128.
I Quantification of the fold change in the ratio of pS13 HTT to total HTT compared to non-targeting RNAi from the experiments like in H (n = 4).

Data information: Graphs report mean � SEM. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, < 0.001—except for (F) where 2-way ANOVA with Sidak
post-hoc test was used. ***0.001 to 0.01**, 0.01 to 0.05*.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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overexpression could increase autophagy in neuronal cells in a

catalytic activity-dependent manner.

TBK1 was reported to phosphorylate the autophagy receptors

optineurin (OPTN) and p62 (SQSTM1), ubiquilin-2, and the autop-

hagy regulator RAB8B (Richter et al, 2016). Once phosphorylated,

autophagy adaptors bind to ubiquitinated substrates and target

these substrates for autophagy (Richter et al, 2016; Oakes et al,

2017). To validate the observed TBK1-mediated autophagy-inducing

effects, we assessed whether HTT, TBK1, and autophagy adaptors

co-localize in primary neurons by immunocytochemistry. We

observed that endogenous, active TBK1 (phospho-serine 172;

Richter et al, 2016) co-localized with HTT, LC3B, and ubiquitin in a

subpopulation of punctate structures (Fig EV4F and G). We also

observed that active TBK1 co-localized with the autophagy adaptor

p62 in a few puncta in the cytosol (Fig EV4H and I). Taken together,

our data suggest that TBK1 expression promotes the general cellular

clearance mechanism of soluble HTT and prevents its accumulation

and aggregation by enhancing autophagy.

Upon disruption of TBK1 binding to autophagy adaptor proteins,
its effects on HTT levels and aggregate formation become
strongly dependent on the phosphorylation state of HTT

To uncouple the effects of phosphorylation-dependent changes and

TBK1-induced enhancement of autophagy on HTT turnover and

aggregation, we investigated the effect of expressing a well charac-

terized TBK1 mutant that is incapable of binding to autophagy adap-

tors (lacking amino acids 690–713, within the coiled-coil domain;

Oakes et al, 2017). It has been shown that D690–713 TBK1 mutant

could still phosphorylate known substrates, such as IRF3

A

B

C

E

D

F

Figure 6. Autophagy inhibition blocks the HTTex1 72Q aggregate-reducing effect of TBK1.

A Representative immunoblot of a filter retardation of HTT (ab-MAB5492) from the insoluble cellular fraction; HEK293 cells coexpressed HTTex1 72Q eGFP and TBK1 or
TBK1 KD for 48 h, and for the last 16 h, they were treated with the indicated proteasome inhibitor (MG132, 5 lM) or autophagy inhibitor (Baf A1, 200 nM, NH4Cl,
10 mM, 3-MA,5 mM).

B Quantification of the fold change in HTT aggregates compared to TBK1 KD treated with DMSO from the blots like in A (n = 3).
C Immunoblot of LC3 (ab48394) from soluble HEK293 cellular fractions overexpressing TBK1 or TBK1 KD for 24 h; for the last hour, Baf A1 (500 nM) was added as

indicated.
D Fold change in LC3-II levels (lower band) relative to the respective untreated kinase-dead mutant normalized to actin from the blots like in C (n = 3).
E Immunoblot of LC3 (ab48394) from soluble rat primary neuronal cells overexpressing lentivirus-mediated TBK1 and TBK1 KD for 96 h. For the last 1 or 4 h, Baf A1

(500 nM) was added as indicated.
F Quantification of the fold change in LC3-II levels (lower band) compared to the kinase-dead mutant, which was untreated, normalized to GAPDH from the blots like

in E (n = 3).

Data information: Graphs report mean � SEM. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, 0.01 to 0.05*.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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(Freischmidt et al, 2015, 2017). Next, we examined the effects of

the expression of TBK1 D690–713, TBK1 wild type, or TBK1 KD on

the levels and aggregation of phosphorylation-competent and phos-

phorylation-deficient S13A/S16A mutant HTTex1 72Q in HEK293

cells. Fig 7A and B shows that both TBK1 D690–713 and TBK1 wild

type could phosphorylate HTTex1 72Q resulting in a significant

reduction in HTTex1 72Q aggregates. However, blocking phosphory-

lation at S13 and S16 prevented the ability of TBK1 D690–713 to

reduce HTTex1 72Q aggregation (Fig 7A–D). Unlike wild-type

TBK1, coexpression of TBK1 D690–713 had minimal effects on the

levels of soluble HTT. These results indicate that the TBK1-

mediated reduction of mutant HTT aggregates was dependent on its

autophagy adaptor-binding function and this mechanism was the

primary contributor to the phosphorylation-independent reduction

of HTT aggregates upon coexpression of TBK1. The removal of the

690–713 region interfered with the ability of TBK1 to phosphorylate

p62 and OPTN, and its ability to activate autophagic flux

(Fig EV4J). Under these conditions, TBK1 mediated effect on HTT

aggregation was dependent on the phosphorylation state of HTT at

S13/S16. Importantly, these data show that phosphorylation at S13

was sufficient to prevent mutant HTT aggregation in the absence of

TBK1 mediated enhancement of autophagy and lowering of mutant

HTTex1 levels. These results are consistent with our recent in vitro

studies (Deguire et al, 2018) and previous studies using phosphomi-

metics (S13D/S16D) in a mouse model of HD (Gu et al, 2009) and

cell lines (Thompson et al, 2009; Atwal et al, 2011; Branco-Santos

et al, 2017).

TBK1 levels are not altered in R6/2 transgenic HD mouse model
and HD patients brain

To determine whether the levels of TBK1 are altered in HD and HD

models, we examined the levels of active TBK1 (phospho

S172 = pS172) and total TBK1 in R6/2 transgenic HD mouse model,

human postmortem brain tissues, and in HD patient brain tissue

microarray (active TBK1 pS172). We observed no change in TBK1

or TBK1 pS172 levels in R6/2 transgenic HD mouse brain tissue

lysates at time points up to 12 weeks (4, 8, 12 weeks) compared to

age-matched wild type (Fig EV5D). Next, we obtained five HD and

five non-HD postmortem cortical brain tissues and analyzed TBK1

level. We observed a trend of decrease in both the total and active

TBK1 levels in these tissues, which was not statistically significant

(Fig EV5E and F). This led us to examine the levels of both TBK1

and active TBK1 in a larger set of human samples. For this, we

chose to use the tissue microarray approach. As shown in Fig EV5G

and H, we did not observe any significant changes in active TBK1

pS172 levels in 21 HD samples compared with 18 control samples

from the middle temporal gyrus tissue microarray (total TBK1 anti-

body was not suitable for immunohistochemistry on paraffin tissue

microarrays). Moreover, there was no apparent correlation between

the expression levels of active TBK1 and HTT stained by TBK1

pS172 and HTT 1C2 antibodies, respectively (Fig EV5I). These

results suggest TBK1 levels may not be drastically changed in HD

cases.

Discussion

Increasing evidence from in vitro, cellular, and animal model studies

show that phosphorylation or mimicking phosphorylation at S13

and/or S16 attenuates mutant HTT aggregation and toxicity

(Thompson et al, 2009; Atwal et al, 2011; Arbez et al, 2017;

Branco-Santos et al, 2017; Deguire et al, 2018). However, whether

inhibiting mutant HTT aggregation is the primary mechanism

underlying the protective effects of phosphorylation at these resi-

dues remains unknown. This is in part because the majority of

previous studies aimed at dissecting the role of S13/S16 phosphory-

lation in cellular and animal models were based primarily on

approaches relying on the use of mutations to mimic or block phos-

phorylation, rather than bona fide phosphorylation and thus did not

account for the dynamic nature of phosphorylation. To address this

knowledge gap and elucidate the role of phosphorylation at S13 and

S16 in HTT aggregation, turnover, and toxicity, we set out to iden-

tify kinases capable of increasing S13 HTT phosphorylation and

identified TBK1 kinase.

Herein, we showed that TBK1 co-incubation with wild-type or

mutant HTTex1 or longer N-terminal HTT fragments resulted in

phosphorylation of both S13 and S16 (Figs 1C and EV1A and B). In

contrast to IKKb, which was shown previously to preferentially

phosphorylate wild-type HTTex1 at residue S13 (Thompson et al,

2009). In our hands, IKKb phosphorylated both S13 and S16,

although much less efficiently than TBK1 (Fig EV2A and B). TBK1

possesses robust autophosphorylation and dimerization capacity

(Oakes et al, 2017) that may lead to its high activation compared to

IKKb, which requires two other subunits for its full activation. This

could also be one reason for the observed difference in the efficiency

of the two kinases toward HTT S13 phosphorylation in vitro. TBK1

coexpression/overexpression robustly and efficiently increased S13

phosphorylation of both wild-type and mutant HTT in cells by

approximately 5-fold to 10-fold compared to 3-fold to 4-fold by IKKb
(Fig 1D and E) and led to stronger HTT-lowering effects, especially

for mutant HTTex1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

report demonstrating that HTT is a substrate of TBK1. The discovery

of TBK1 provides an efficient tool for manipulating HTT

◀ Figure 7. TBK1 deficient in the autophagy adaptor-binding domain does not reduce HTTex1 72Q eGFP S13A/S16A aggregates.

A Western blot of soluble HTT (ab-MAB5492), HTT pS13 (ab-CHDI-90001039-1), and HTT aggregates (ab-MAB5492), upon coexpression of the HTTex1 72Q eGFP or
HTTex1 72Q eGFP S13A/S16A variant with TBK1 KD, TBK1, or TBK1 D690–713 for 48 h in HEK293 cells.

B The graph indicates the calculated fold changes in HTT, HTT pS13 ratio to total HTT, and HTT aggregates all compared to the levels in TBK1 KD from the experiments
like in A (bottom panel normalized to tubulin, n = 3).

C Representative immunofluorescence images of eGFP HTTex1 72Q or its phosphorylation-deficient variant S13A/S16A upon coexpression with TBK1 KD or TBK1 or TBK1
D690–713 (ab-anti-Myc) with for 48 h in HEK293 cells (scale bar 20 lm).

D The graph indicates the percentage of co-transfected cells presenting aggregates upon expression of the indicated kinase, from the experiments like in C (n = 3).

Data information: Graphs report mean � SEM. Significance was assessed using 2-tailed Student’s t-test, < 0.001***, 0.001 to 0.01**.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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phosphorylation levels in cells and enabled us to systematically

determine how modulating phosphorylation at these residues influ-

ence HTT aggregation (Fig 8A), clearance, and toxicity in different

models of HD.

TBK1 regulates the autophagy-mediated clearance of
monomeric HTT

Our results demonstrate that TBK1 modifies HTT aggregation and

toxicity through autophagy-mediated regulation of HTT clearance.

TBK1 overexpression in cells reduced the levels of soluble HTTex1

and prevented the accumulation of mutant HTTex1 inclusions in a

kinase activity-dependent manner, whereas TBK1 knockdown,

knockout, or inhibition resulted in increased HTT levels. These

observations suggest that TBK1 regulates mutant HTT levels and

inclusion formation by activating clearance mechanisms such as

proteasome- or autophagy-mediated protein clearance.

TBK1 levels and activity have been implicated in regulating

many aspects of autophagy. For example, TBK1 gene duplication in

human iPSC-derived retinal cells or overexpression of TBK1 in

RAW264.7 cells lead to increased LC3II and increased autophagy

(Pilli et al, 2012; Ritch et al, 2014). TBK1-mediated phosphorylation

of the autophagy adaptor proteins OPTN and p62 represents a rate-

limiting step in the autophagic degradation of misfolded protein

aggregates. Several studies have also shown that TBK1 acts as a

scaffolding protein and plays an important role in regulating autop-

hagic activity by regulating protein targeting to autophagosomes,

autophagosome formation, autophagosome engulfment of

substrates (Matsumoto et al, 2011; Korac et al, 2013), and fusion of

autophagosomes to autolysosomes (Pilli et al, 2012). TBK1 deple-

tion negatively impacts all of these processes and causes decreased

autophagic activity (Oakes et al, 2017). Defects in autophagy and

autophagosome formation and clearance have been implicated in

the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases (Nixon, 2013; Scrivo

et al, 2018).

Consistent with its role in autophagy (Oakes et al, 2017), we

observed that TBK1 was localized surrounding the HTTex1 inclu-

sions in HEK293 cells and rat striatal primary neurons (Fig EV5A–

C). TBK1 overexpression in HEK293 cells led to an increase in

autophagic flux and the phosphorylation of the autophagy adaptors

OPTN and p62 (Fig EV4J). To determine whether TBK1-mediated

enhanced clearance or reduced aggregation of HTT was due to its

interaction with and/or phosphorylation of HTT monomers, aggre-

gates or both, we assessed the effect of TBK1 overexpression on

HTT levels and aggregation in different HD models. Interestingly,

we observed that TBK1-mediated reduction in HTT levels and aggre-

gation were strongly dependent on TBK1 kinase activity and its abil-

ity to bind to the autophagy adaptor OPTN, but occurred

independently of phosphorylation at S13 (Fig 8B). However, upon

disruption of TBK1 interactions with the autophagy adaptors OPTN

and p62, the effects of TBK1 on HTT levels and aggregation became

strongly dependent on both its kinase activity and HTT phosphory-

lation at S13. These findings suggest that the primary mechanism

underlying the beneficial effects of TBK1 is mediated by its ability

to enhance autophagy, possibly through phosphorylation of the

autophagy adaptors OPTN and p62 (Fig 8C). Preliminary studies

from our group (Maharjan et al, unpublished) investigating the

PTM-dependent interactome of soluble monomeric HTT showed

that phosphorylation at S13 and S16 promoted interactions

between mutant HTT and many autophagy, folding, and endo-

cytic pathway components, suggesting that phosphorylation at

these residues could also regulate HTT levels by promoting its

interactions with key mediators of cellular proteostasis mecha-

nisms. The proposed role of HTT as an autophagy scaffold

protein (Ochaba et al, 2014) is also consistent with this hypothe-

sis.

The aggregation inhibitory and protective effects of TBK1-

mediated phosphorylation at S13 are consistent with previous find-

ings demonstrating that reduction of HTT S13 phosphorylation by

IKKb knockout in striatum resulted in a significant increase in HTT

levels in wild-type or R6/1 HD mouse (Ochaba et al, 2019) and

further enhanced the behavior defect and increased neurodegenera-

tion and microglial activation in R6/1 mice. We also previously

showed that phosphorylation of mutant HTT at S13/S16 signifi-

cantly reduced the helical propensity of N17 and the rate and extent

of HTTex1 aggregation in vitro (Deguire et al, 2018). Together, these

observations further support the hypothesis that enhancing phos-

phorylation at S13 is sufficient to induce a significant reduction in

HTT levels, aggregation, and inclusion formation.

TBK1 does not phosphorylate or reduce preformed HTT
aggregates or inclusions

Interestingly, TBK1 does not phosphorylate mutant HTTex1 fibrils

in vitro or HTT in cellular inclusions and overexpression of TBK1

does not result in the clearance of mutant HTT aggregates once they

were formed (Fig 8D). Whether TBK1 promotes the clearance of

HTT monomers, oliogomers or both remains unknown. Unfortu-

nately, the existing models of HTT aggregation and inclusion forma-

tion did not allow for investigating the effect of TBK1-mediated

phosphorylation on early aggregation events and its effect on HTT

oligomerization. HTT oligomers are usually short-lived and difficult

to monitor and isolate from cells. Therefore, further studies are

required to determine whether TBK1 acts on pre-fibrillar/inclusions

intermediates and promote their autophagic clearance. Our observa-

tion that TBK1 was not able to induce the clearance of HTT post-

aggregation is consistent with previous studies showing that autop-

hagy induction by rapamycin treatment had no effect on the levels

of HTT aggregates once mature aggregates were formed but reduced

HTT aggregate formation and cell death when applied at the earlier

stages of the aggregation process (Ravikumar et al, 2002). Together,

these findings suggest that the beneficial effects of TBK1 are medi-

ated by its activity-dependent regulation of the phosphorylation and

degradation of monomeric or soluble forms, but not aggregated

forms of HTT.

These observations also suggest that the N17 domain adopts a

different conformation in the aggregated state of mutant HTT and/

or that TBK1 does not interact with aggregated forms of HTT.

Indeed, previous solid-state NMR studies on HTTex1 fibrils showed

that N17 was less mobile and engaged in interactions with the

amyloid core or PRD domain in the fibrillar state (Fig 8A; Bugg

et al, 2012; Lin et al, 2017). The inaccessibility of N17 in the fibril

state suggests that post-aggregation phosphorylation or potentially

other PTMs in the N17 domain N17 are less likely to occur post-

aggregation (Fig 8D). These findings imply that the N17 PTM-

dependent regulation of HTT aggregation and clearance is likely
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mediated by the aggregation inhibitory effects of PTMs at the

monomer level or their ability to selectively target monomeric or

soluble HTT species for degradation. Several lines of evidence

support this hypothesis: (i) We failed to detect phosphorylation at

S13 in insoluble HTT fractions and aggregates from cellular and

animal models of HD, whereas phosphorylation at S13 was readily

detectable in the soluble fractions; (ii) several studies reported

reduced phosphorylation at T3 and S13/S16 on mutant HTT

compared to wild-type HTT in cell, mouse, and HD patient iPSC

derived models (Aiken et al, 2009; Atwal et al, 2011; Cariulo et al,

2017); and 3) previous and recent studies from our group showed

that the majority of the N17 modifications at the monomeric level

(phosphorylation at T3, S13, S16, and S13/S16; ubiquitination;

SUMOylation; methionine oxidation) inhibit mutant HTTex1 aggre-

gation (Steffan et al, 2004; Thompson et al, 2009; Chiki et al, 2017;

Deguire et al, 2018).

Therapeutic implications

The discovery of TBK1 as a kinase that efficiently phosphorylates

HTT at S13 presents unique opportunities to directly assess the

effect of phosphorylation at these residues and/or selective autop-

hagic degradation of monomeric HTT as therapeutic targets for the

treatment of HD. Several lines of evidence support the feasibility of

these approaches: (i) Small molecules such as GM1 (Di Pardo et al,

2012) and N6-furfuryladenine (Bowie et al, 2018) were shown to

increase S13/S16 phosphorylation and restore normal motor behav-

ior in the YAC128 HD mouse model; (ii) a BACHD mouse model

expressing S13D/S16D HTT showed reduced aggregate formation

and suppression of HD pathology, such as motor deficits (Gu et al,

2009); (iii) in cellular models, HTTex1 S13D/S16D levels were

reduced compared to HTTex1 (Thompson et al, 2009); and (iv) our

results in C. elegans showed that TBK1-mediated increased phos-

phorylation at S13 resulted in a significant reduction of HTT aggre-

gates and improved worm lifespan and motility. Furthermore, we

showed that increasing TBK1 levels or activity resulted in a robust

increase of HTT phosphorylation and enhancement of autophagy,

leading to reduced HTT levels and suppression of HD pathology and

toxicity, suggesting that targeting TBK1 represents a viable strategy

for the treatment of HD.

Increasing evidence suggests that dysfunction in autophagy and

other protein clearance mechanisms play central roles in the patho-

genesis of neurodegenerative diseases, including HD (Nixon, 2013).

HTT has also been demonstrated to function as a scaffold protein

for selective macroautophagy and to promote selective autophagy

through its ability to interact with p62 and ULK1 simultaneously,

thus suggesting a role in both cargo recognition efficiency and

autophagosome formation initiation (Ochaba et al, 2014; Rui et al,

2015). Herein, we showed that TBK1 expression/activation helped

to overcome the autophagy defects induced by HTT misfolding and

aggregation in HD models. Our data suggest that TBK1 expression/

activation increases the phosphorylation of the cargo/substrate

recognition adaptors OPTN and p62. Phosphorylation of OPTN or

p62 was shown to facilitate the autophagy-dependent clearance of

damaged or dysfunctional mitochondria (Matsumoto et al, 2015;

Richter et al, 2016), and misfolded proteins and aggregates of

proteins linked to neurodegenerative diseases, such as mutant SOD1

(Korac et al, 2013) and HTT (Matsumoto et al, 2011). TBK1-

mediated enhancement of cargo/substrate recognition by the adap-

tors OPTN and p62, and OPTN mRNA levels were shown to be

partially reduced in HD patient brain tissues (Hodges et al, 2006). In

cellular models of HD (expressing HTTex1 103Q), OPTN knock-

down led to an increase in HTT aggregation (Korac et al, 2013).

Although the role of OPTN in the progression of HD is currently

unknown, reducing OPTN activity or levels may confer susceptibil-

ity to HTT aggregation because of its role in autophagic clearance of

protein aggregates. Therefore, pharmacological enhancement of the

TBK1 pathway could activate the available pool of OPTN, which

may, in turn, increase the recognition and clearance of HTT. Previ-

ous studies suggested that general autophagy induction in HD

mouse models reduces aggregate load and improves motor perfor-

mance and lifespan (Ravikumar et al, 2004; Tanaka et al, 2004;

Rose et al, 2010). Our results suggest that TBK1 is a strong candi-

date for activating specific steps involved in the autophagy cascade

(Fig 8D), and for the reduction of the autophagy substrates.

Although increasing TBK1 activity represents an attractive

strategy for lowering the levels of soluble HTT species and

preventing HTT aggregation, our findings showed that TBK1 did

not act on or promote the phosphorylation or degradation of

preformed HTT aggregates. However, given the dynamic nature of

HTT aggregation and its reversibility (Yamamoto et al, 2000;

Regulier et al, 2003), for example, under conditions where HTT

expression was suppressed or lowered, it is likely that the TBK1-

mediated reduction in soluble HTT could significantly contribute

to a reduction in the levels of HTT aggregate formation by means

of preventing the growth of existing aggregates and/or the forma-

tion of new aggregates. Our current data and previous observa-

tions by Ravikumar et al (2002) suggest that early activation of

autophagy could be beneficial and promote the clearance of

mutant HTT aggregates in HD. One consideration is that with

◀ Figure 8. Schema of the effect of HTT phosphorylation and TBK1 on aggregation.

A Effect of S13 and/or S16 phosphorylation on HTTex1 aggregation. HTTex1 forms a tadpole-like monomer structure, and N17-driven interaction may further drive
HTTex1 oligomerization and fibril formation. Phosphorylation at S13 and S16 destabilizes the helix at N17 that leads to inhibition of the formation of HTTex1 fibrils.

B Effect of TBK1 on HTT in the cellular HD model. TBK1 and TBK1 D690–713 both phosphorylate monomeric or soluble HTTex1 72Q at S13 residue leading the reduction
of the aggregation, but TBK1 also reduces the aggregation of both HTTex1 and HTTex1 S13A/S16A through the lowering of the HTT levels at the monomeric stage by
enhancing the autophagic degradation. TBK1 D690–713 only reduces the aggregation of phosphorylation-competent HTTex1 but does not reduce the aggregation of
HTTex1 S13A/S16A highlighting the role of S13 phosphorylation in aggregation inhibition.

C TBK1 effects on different stages of autophagy. TBK1 is known to phosphorylate autophagy adaptors p62 and OPTN that bind ubiquitinated substrates like proteins or
damaged mitochondria and recruit LC3 and increase the autophagic clearance of substrates.

D TBK1 does not phosphorylate HTTex1 in inclusion/fibrils or promote their clearance/disaggregation. When HTT was already aggregated in cells or when in fibril form
in vitro, possibly S13 residue is not accessible for TBK1 phosphorylation as N17 was shown to be collapsed on fibrillar core or it is near the core. Also, TBK1-mediated
autophagy flux was not able to induce the lowering of HTTex1 inclusion. There was no disaggregation of fibrils up on TBK1 kinase in vitro.
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increasing age and at advanced disease stages, autophagy-lyso-

some and proteasome abnormalities become more apparent in HD

(Seo et al, 2004; Cortes & La Spada, 2014). However, given that

patients with HD can be identified at pre-symptomatic disease

stages through genetic testing, therapeutic autophagy modulation

alone or in combination with HTT-lowering strategies before

disease onset is theoretically possible in HD and might be neces-

sary for a significant beneficial effect.

Implications for other neurodegenerative diseases

Several stages of autophagy, such as substrate sequestration and

autophagosome formation, autophagosome–lysosome–endosome

fusion, and lysosomal digestion, were shown to be impaired in

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Alzheimer’s disease (AD),

Parkinson’s disease (PD), and Frontotemporal dementia (FTD)

(Nixon, 2013). Mutations in TBK1 and OPTN cause ALS and were

shown to impair autophagy (Oakes et al, 2017). Targeting autop-

hagy induction in these diseases by mTOR inhibitors, AMPK activa-

tion or selective autophagy induction by overexpression of specific

genes has been shown to be beneficial in different cellular and

mouse models of neurodegenerative diseases such as ALS, AD, PD,

and FTD (Spilman et al, 2010; Wu et al, 2011; Qi et al, 2012; Oues-

lati et al, 2013; Menzies et al, 2017; Sorrentino et al, 2017; Scrivo

et al, 2018). Considering the role of TBK1 in autophagy and the

increasing evidence implicating its activity in the clearance of

misfolded protein aggregates and ALS, it is plausible that pharmaco-

logical enhancement of TBK1 activity or selective targeting of

TBK1-dependent autophagic pathways represents attractive and

viable therapeutic strategies for the treatment of multiple neurode-

generative diseases, provided that TBK1 levels are not severely

reduced in the disease. Indeed, we did not observe any changes in

TBK1 and TBK1-pS172 in the brains of R6/2 transgenic HD mouse

model and HD postmortem brain tissue (Fig EV5D–I). Recent

success stories in finding kinase activators for Lyn, PKCd, and

AMPK kinase (Cool et al, 2006; Bessa et al, 2018) in the fields of

diabetes drug development suggest that finding activators of TBK1

activity is feasible and may provide a therapeutic option to treat-

ment of HD and other neurodegenerative diseases.

Materials and Methods

Antibodies and chemicals

The antibodies and chemicals used in the study are listed in

Appendix Table S1, including the clone name, catalog numbers,

commercial providers.

Plasmids and constructs

cDNAs encoding N-terminal HTT fragments (exon 1) bearing dif-

ferent polyQ lengths (Q16 or Q72) and HTT N548 were described

previously (Bustamante et al, 2015). Myc-TBK1 plasmid

(RC205238) and Myc-IKKb plasmid (RC219154) were obtained from

Origene, Rockville, MD, USA. TBK1 D690–713 was obtained by site-

directed mutagenesis of RC205238 plasmid. Flag-TBK1 kinase-dead

(K38A) plasmid (DU12696) was obtained from MRC PPU Reagents

and Services, School of Life Sciences, University of Dundee. TBK1

lentiviral plasmid (LV330421) was obtained from Abmgood

(Applied Biological Materials Inc.), Richmond, Canada. TBK1 KD

(K38A) lentiviral plasmid was obtained by site-directed mutagenesis

mutation to LV330421 plasmid. To get plasmids of TBK1 and TBK1

KD for C. elegans expression, TBK1 and TBK1 KD sequences were

PCR-amplified from RC205238 and DU12696 and introduced to

pPD30_38 (Addgene Plasmid #1443).

In vitro phosphorylation of HTTex1 with TBK1 and IKKb

HTTex1 proteins were expressed, purified, disaggregated, and

prepared for phosphorylation as we previously described (Reif et al,

2018). After the disaggregation of HTTex1 and evaporation of any

residual TFA acid, the protein was dissolved at a final concentration

of 0.5 mg/ml, in the phosphorylation buffer: 50 mM Tris, 25 mM

MgCl2, 8 mM EGTA, 4 mM EDTA, and 1 mM DTT (this solution is

to be freshly prepared each time). Next, the pH of the reaction was

adjusted to 7.4, and 5 mM Mg-ATP was added to the reaction solu-

tion, as well as purified recombinant TBK1 or IKKb (# DU12469,

#DU3167—MRC PPU Reagents and Services, University of Dundee)

at a ratio of 1 lg of kinase per 30 lg of protein. The reaction

mixture was kept at 30°C and monitored over time by mass spec-

troscopy (LC-ESI-MS) and Western blot (WB). To perform the mass

spectroscopy, 5 ll of the reaction mixture was injected in the

Thermo Scientific LTQ ion trap. To obtain the intact molar mass,

the different charge states were deconvoluted using MagTran soft-

ware. Additionally, 10 ll of the kinase reaction solution was supple-

mented with 2× Laemmli loading buffer, snap-frozen, and stored in

20°C for further Immunoblotting Assay (see below).

HEK293, HEK293T, primary cell culture, and transfections

HEK293 and HEK293T cells were cultured at 95% air and 5% CO2

in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco) supplemented with

10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) and penicillin–streptomycin

(Thermo Fisher). Transfections were carried by Lipofectamine 2000

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Lysis was performed in

RIPA lysis buffer (150 mM sodium chloride, Triton X-100, 0.5%

sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate), 50 mM

Tris, pH 8.0) or NP40 lysis buffer [150 mM sodium chloride 1.0%

NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS (sodium dodecyl

sulfate), 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0 supplemented with 1× protease and

phosphatase inhibitor 2, 3 mixture (Sigma)]. Cell lysates were then

centrifuged at 15,000 g for 20 min, and the supernatant was

collected as soluble fraction. Pellet was washed twice with lysis

buffer and then resuspended with 500 ll of lysis buffer supple-

mented with 2% SDS. Pellet was sonicated for 9 s with 3 s on and

3 s off at 60% amplitude. Protein concentration was measured using

BCA system, and about 20–60 lg of protein is processed for WB or

filter retardation assay.

Primary neuronal cell culture and protein expression and siRNA
treatment inhibitor treatment

Primary cultures of Striatal neurons were prepared under the local

experimental license (VD2137 and VD3392). Briefly, P0 rat pups

were dissected and striatal cells were isolated and dissociated by
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repeated pipetting. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation, resus-

pended in the culture medium [Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen)

complemented with 1% B27 (Invitrogen), Pen-Strep, L-Glutamine,

and KCl], plated in poly-L-lysine-coated multi-well culture dishes at

a density of 150,000 cells/cm2, and cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2/air

atmosphere. Half the medium was replaced on DIV 4, and half of

the medium was replaced weekly thereafter. For lentiviral-mediated

protein expression, cultures were infected on day in vitro (DIV) 7.

Plasmid transfections were carried by Lipofectamine 2000 according

to the manufacturer’s protocol. The siRNA transfections were

carried by Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s

protocol.

Immunoblotting assay and filter retardation assay

Cells were washed twice with PBS and harvested in either RIPA

buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na2 EDTA,

1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate with

protease (Sigma) and phosphatase inhibitors (cocktail 2 and 3)

(Sigma)) or NP40 lysis buffer [20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8), 150 mM

NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% NP40, 1% sodium deoxy-

cholate with protease (Sigma) and phosphatase inhibitors (cocktail

2 and 3) (Sigma)]. Lysates were incubated on ice for 30 min and

vortexed every 10 min. Protein extracts were cleared of cell debris

by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. Samples were

divided in to two and were either collected as insoluble pellet frac-

tion or spun homogenates. Insoluble pellet fractions were washed

with RIPA buffer and sonicated in RIPA supplemented with 2% SDS

with settings 40% amplitude for 9 s (3 s on; 3 s off) and collected

as detergent-insoluble fraction and used in filter retardation analysis

of HTT aggregates. The protein concentration of the fractions was

determined using BCA kit (Thermo Fisher). 30 lg of total or spun

protein in Laemmli loading buffer was denatured at 85°C for 5 min

and separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel elec-

trophoresis (SDS–PAGE) on a 7–15% polyacrylamide gel. Proteins

were subjected to WB using nitrocellulose membranes. After block-

ing using Odyssey Blocking Buffer (PBS) (P/N: 927-40000) Li-Cor,

Lincoln, Nebraska USA, primary antibody (Appendix Table S1)

incubation was carried out overnight at 4°C and secondary antibody

incubations for 1 h at room temperature. Protein bands were

detected using Odyssey� CLx Imaging System, Li-Cor, Lincoln,

Nebraska USA. Filter retardation assay of insoluble fractions was

carried out as described previously (Sontag et al, 2012; Ochaba

et al, 2018). 30 lg proteins were passed through a 96-well vacuum

filtration apparatus (#1706545; Bio-Rad Laboratories) containing a

0.2-lM cellulose acetate membrane filter (catalog #10404180; What-

man) and prewetted in PBS with 2% SDS. After three washing steps

with PBS with 2% SDS, the membrane was fixed, blocked, and incu-

bated with antibodies as previously described. Immunodetected

proteins were quantified using the ImageJ software.

Immunoprecipitation

Immunoprecipitation was performed using Dynabeads Protein G

(catalog #10004D; Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufac-

turer’s instructions and using an HTT-specific antibody (D7F7) or

ab105119 or anti-GFP antibody. The pulled-down material was

analyzed by SDS/PAGE and WB.

Immunocytochemistry

For immunostaining, cells were grown on poly-L-lysine-coated

glass coverslips, infected as described above with different expres-

sion vectors. Three days post-infection, cells were fixed with 4%

paraformaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.4) for 15 min. After fixing, cells

were washed three times with ice-cold PBS and blocked with

10% NGS (Invitrogen) in PBS supplemented with 0.1% Triton X-

100 (Sigma). Primary antibody was diluted 1:100 in PBS with 5%

NGS and 0.1% Triton X-100, and incubated with the cells over-

night at 4°C. Cells were washed three times with PBS and incu-

bated at RT with secondary donkey anti-mouse IgG Alexa 568

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in PBS with 1% NGS, followed

by three washes with PBS. Images were taken using the same

inverted confocal laser scanning microscope with polyvinyl alco-

hol mounting medium with DABCO (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,

Missouri, USA) immersion 63 objective as above. Thioflavin S

staining was carried out on fixed cells by incubating with 0.05%

thioflavin S (Sigma) for 8 min followed by a wash with 80%

ethanol for 5 min (three times) each before the antibody incuba-

tions.

Cytoplasmic and nuclear fractionation

The fractionation was carried out as described previously (ten

Have et al, 2012), adapting to the cell density. 48 h post-trans-

fection, HEK293 cells from 10 cm culture dish were washed 3×

times with PBS scraped in PBS (2 ml) and cells were pelleted by

centrifuging for 4 min at 200 g. Cell pellet was resuspended in

1 ml HEPES lysis buffer (HEPES, pH 7.9, 10 mM, MgCl2 1.5 mM,

KCl 10 mM, DTT 0.5 mM supplemented with protease inhibitor

cocktail and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 2 and 3). Resus-

pended cells were then transferred into a pre-chilled 7 ml

Dounce homogenizer, and the cells were sheared using 10

strokes of a tight pestle. Dounced cells were centrifuged for

5 min at 4°C, 200 g. The supernatant was retained as cytoplas-

mic fraction. The nuclear pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of

sucrose 1 (0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM MgCl2), cushioned on top of

a layer of 1 ml sucrose 2 (0.35 M sucrose, 0.5 mM MgCl2) by

slowly pipetting solution sucrose 1 on top of sucrose 2, and

centrifuged for 10 min at 4°C, 1,300 g, and the pellet was

retained as nuclear fraction. Nuclear fraction was resuspended in

500 ll RIPA buffer and sonicated for 9 s (3 s on 3 s off, at 60%

amplitude), and samples were collected as nuclear lysate. The

cytoplasmic and nuclear fraction protein was estimated by BCA,

and the levels of HTT were monitored WB using HTT antibody,

b-tubulin, and lamin-B1.

Nuclear condensation cell death assay

The toxicity experiments were performed in primary cortical and

primary striatal neurons according to our established protocol

(Arbez et al, 2017). Nuclei were stained using Hoechst 3342 (Sigma;

0.2 lg/ml in PBS for 5 min). Automated picture acquisition was

performed using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 inverted microscope with a

10× objective. Automatic quantification of the nuclear intensity of

transfected cells was performed using Velocity imaging software.

The cells were considered dead when their nuclear intensity was
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higher than the average intensity plus two standard deviations. Each

condition was performed in quadruplicate within each experiment,

and each experiment was repeated in at least four independent

neuronal preparations for each construct studied.

TUNEL assay

DNA fragmentation was detected using the TUNEL method as

described previously (Mahul-Mellier et al, 2015). Primary neurons

were co-transfected for with HTTex1 16Q or 72Q eGFP along with

TBK1 or TBK1 KD for the indicated time. Then, the cells were

washed three times with PBS to remove unattached recombinant a-
syn and fixed in 4% PFA for 15min at 4°C. Cells were permeabi-

lized in a solution composed of 0.1% Triton X-100 in 0.1% citrate

buffer, pH 6.0, and then washed in PBS buffer before incubation

with terminal deoxynucleotide transferase (In situ Cell Death Detec-

tion Kit; Roche) for 1 h at 37 °C in a solution containing TMR red

dUTP. Then, neuronal nuclear marker NeuN and TBK1 were

stained, and the cells were washed and stained with secondary anti-

bodies, and then, washed 3 times in PBS and mounted using poly-

vinyl alcohol (PVA) mounting medium (Sigma-Aldrich). The HTT

and kinase-co-transfected TUNEL-positive neurons were counted

and plotted.

Singulex assay

A total of 50 ll/well of dilution buffer (6% BSA, 0.8% Triton X-100,

750 mM NaCl, and complete protease inhibitor) was added to a 96-

well plate (catalog #P-96–450V-C; Axygen). Samples to be tested

were diluted in artificial cerebral spinal fluid (0.3 M NaCl; 6 mM

KCl; 2.8 mM CaCl2-2H2O; 1.6 mM MgCl2-6H20; 1.6 mM Na2HPO4-

7H2O; 0.4 mM NaH2PO4-H2O) supplemented with 1% Tween-20

and complete protease inhibitor in a final volume of 150 ll/well.

Finally, 100 ll/well of the MW1 antibody coupled with magnetic

particles (appropriately diluted in Erenna Assay Buffer, catalog #02–

0474-00; Singulex) was added to the assay plate and incubated for

1 h at room temperature under orbital shaking. The beads were

then washed with Erenna System Buffer (catalog #02–0111-00;

Singulex) and resuspended using 20 ll/well of the specific detection

antibody labeled with D2 fluorophore (or Alexa 647 fluorophore)

appropriately diluted in Erenna Assay Buffer. The plate was incu-

bated for 1 h at room temperature under shaking. After washing,

the beads were resuspended and transferred to a new 96-well plate.

A total of 10 ll/well of Erenna Buffer B (catalog #02–0297-00;

Singulex) was added to the beads for elution and incubated for

5 min at room temperature under orbital shaking. The eluted

complex was magnetically separated from the beads and transferred

to a 384-well plate (Nunc catalog #264573; Sigma-Aldrich), where it

was neutralized with 10 ll/well of Erenna Buffer D (catalog #02–

0368-00; Singulex). Finally, the 384-well plate was heat-sealed and

analyzed with the Erenna Immunoassay System.

MS/MS analysis

Huntingtin immunoprecipitated was loaded on to SDS–PAGE. The

bands corresponding to HTT were cut, and in-gel digestion was

carried out. Briefly, gel bands were washed 2× with 100 ll 50%

ACN/100 mM NH4CO3 and 1 × 50 ll CAN; 100 ll of 10 mM DTT in

50 mM TEAB was added and incubated for 45 min, at 37°C, and

removed DTT; 100 ll of 15 mM IAM solution in 50 mM TEAB was

added, incubated for 1 h, RT, in darkness, and removed IAM; 20 ll
chymotrypsin (50 ng/ll) was added, incubated for 5 min; and 40 ll
TEAB buffer was added to digest overnight. Digested peptides were

extracted by 150 ll 0.1% TFA/50% ACN. Samples were dried and

dissolved in 20 ll of 2.5% ACN + 0.1% FA. Then, 3 ll sample was

injected into nanoUPLC (Waters) and MS measurement was

performed by QExactive (Thermo). All raw data were searched

against SwissProt via Mascot and search against a database contain-

ing HTTex1 sequence via Byonic 3.5 with the consideration of

oxidation of methionine, phosphorylation of serine/threonine, and

acetylation of protein N-terminal as variable modifications.

Lentiviral vector production

SIN-W-PGK and SIN-W-tetracycline responsive element (TRE)

expression vectors were used for the production of lentiviruses in

human cells (HEK293T) using a four-plasmid system as described

previously (Hottinger et al, 2000). Viral pellets were resuspended in

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.5% bovine serum albumin

and stored at 80°C. Before the utilization, viral stocks were diluted

with cell culture medium to a concentration of 1,500 ng p24 anti-

gen/ml as measured by ELISA (RETROtek, Gentaur, Kampenhout,

Belgium) and applied to the cell cultures at the concentration of

50 ng p24/ml of culture medium for each virus.

Caenorhabditis elegans RNAi treatment and biochemical analysis

Bacterial clones for RNAi (unc-51 and ikke-1) were obtained from

the Ahringer RNAi library (https://www.sourcebioscience.com/

life-science-research/clones/rnai-resources/c-elegans-rnai-collection-

ahringer/). RNAi clones were grown on LB with ampicillin

(100 lg/ml) and tetracycline (12.5 lg/ml) o/n and then grown up

from a 1/10 dilution in LB with ampicillin (100 lg/ml) for 7 h,

which were used to spot medium treatment plates 6 drops each

plate, evenly dispersed across the plate. Worm strains are main-

tained on standard NGM agar plates for multiple generations grow-

ing on OP50. Medium NGM treatment agar plates were prepared for

all RNAi clones for both Q15 and Q128 worms in duplicate. 24 h

post-incubation of the RNAi clones on the NGM treatment plates, 10

L4s of the corresponding strain were placed on RNAi treatment

plates. Post-maturation and egg-laying overnight, the L4s were

removed ~18 h later. Worms were harvested ~72 h after removal of

matured worms and hatching of the laid eggs. Worms were washed

off the plate using M9 and centrifuged at a 400 g for 1 min to form a

live worm pellet. A small portion of worms were used for the isola-

tion of total mRNA using the TRIzol. The isolated mRNA was tran-

scribed, and qPCR was carried out to determine the relative mRNA

level using primers of act-1, ikke-1, and unc-51. Other portions of

worms were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. 200 ll RIPA buffer

(20 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na2 EDTA, 1 mM

EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate with protease

(Sigma) and phosphatase inhibitors (cocktail 2 and 3) (Sigma)) was

added to the frozen pellet and allowed the pellet to thaw on regular

ice just until melted. Then, the contents of the tube were sonicated

with microtip using the settings: 40% amplitude for 30 s (15 s on;

45 s off) (Zanin et al, 2011), and then centrifuged at 20,000 g for
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20 min, and the supernatant was collected as a soluble protein and

used for analysis using the SDS–PAGE followed by WB. The pellets

were washed with RIPA buffer and sonicated in 200 ll RIPA supple-

mented with 2% SDS with settings 40% amplitude for 30 s (15 s

on; 45 s off) and collected as detergent-insoluble fraction and used

in filter retardation analysis of HTT aggregates.

Generation of transgenic TBK1 KD and TBK1 Caenorhabditis
elegans lines

Caenorhabditis elegans were cultured according to the standard

methods (Lee et al, 2017). In short, animals were maintained at

20°C or 15°C on NGM agar plates seeded with Escherichia coli

(OP50). The Punc-54HTT513(Q15)::YFP or Punc-54HTT513(Q128)::

YFP was previously published and expresses HTT N513 tagged with

YFP transgene in body wall muscle cells (Lee et al, 2017). To gener-

ate transgenic TBK1 and TBK1 KD animals, 50 ng/ll of DNA encod-

ing Punc-54 TBK1 or Punc-54 TBK1 KD was microinjected along

with Punc-54 DS-Red selection marker into the gonads of adult

wild-type hermaphrodites to generate multiple (at least 3) indepen-

dent lines transmitting extrachromosomal arrays.

Caenorhabditis elegans motility assay

Individual lines coexpressing HTT N513 15Q or 128Q with TBK1 or

TBK1 KD were examined at day 5 of adulthood. A single L4 worm of

each line was grown in NGM agar plate with OP50 bacteria following

standard procedures. Three days after pretreatment, 30 L4 worms

were picked from each line and placed on fresh NGM agar plates

containing 5-FU to avoid progeny development. At 5th day of adult-

hood, the video was recorded for each individual line and the motility

was measured in speed (mm/s) using the wrMTrck plugin using the

ImageJ as described previously (Nussbaum-Krammer et al, 2015).

Caenorhabditis elegans lifespan assay

Animals were acclimated at 20°C for at least two generations before

initiating lifespan analyses. Forty age-matched L4 larvae were

placed on NGM plates seeded with E. coli (OP50) and cultured at

20°C. During the reproductive time of their life cycle, animals were

transferred away from their progeny by daily passaging to freshly

seeded plates. Post-reproductive adults were passaged as needed to

prevent starvation. Animals were scored as deceased when they no

longer moved upon prodding the head several times with a platinum

wire as described previously (Lee et al, 2017). Animals that crawled

off the plate were censored in statistical analyses by adjusting the

total population to the number of animals seen on the plate on a

given day.

Data availability

The data presented in the manuscript and appendix are deposited in

the BioStudies repository under accession number S-BSST413

(www.ebi.ac.uk/biostudies/studies/S-BSST413).

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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